Nucleic acids are diverse polymeric macromolecules that are essential for all life forms. These biomolecules possess functional three-dimensional structure under aqueous physiological conditions. Mass spectrometry-based approaches have on the other hand opened the possibility to gain structural information on nucleic acids from gas-phase measurements. To correlate gas-phase structural probing results to solution structures, it is therefore important to grasp the extent to which nucleic acid structures are preserved, or altered, when transferred from the solution to a fully anhydrous environment. We will review here experimental and theoretical approaches available to characterize the structure of nucleic acids in the gas phase (with a focus on oligonucleotides and higher-order structures), and will summarize the structural features of nucleic acids that can be preserved in the gas phase on the experiment time scale.
4 studied in mass spectrometry conditions. More detailed discussions of each topic, as well as applications to biological problems, can be found in a recent book. 15 
II. Transferring nucleic acids from the solution to the vacuum
The most widely used experimental approach to transfer intact biomolecule structures from solution to gas phase is electrospray (ESI) 16 . In general, the transfer into the gas phase of nucleic acids is mainly performed in the negative mode, generating deprotonated NAs. This is both for sensitivity reasons, and for keeping the same net charge as in solution for native mass spectrometry. 17 However, there's a possibility to observe NAs in the positive mode either through the cationisation with monovalent cations (Na + ) or by protonation. 18, 19 The solution containing the NA is introduced into a capillary on which a negative potential is applied compared to the counter-electrode that is the entrance of the mass spectrometer, and the naturally negatively charged NA will be preferentially enriched in the negatively charged droplets formed at the tip of The high electric field on the tip of the capillary generates a spray of highly charged droplets (containing the NA, the solvent, and buffer) which will travel down potential and pressure gradients towards the inside of the mass spectrometer. As the droplets move towards the mass spectrometer, the solvent will evaporate and the charge density will increase. At a critical point called the Rayleigh limit, charged droplet instability will result in their asymmetric Coulomb fission, generating smaller droplets which carry away excess charges (among which, nucleic acid polyanions) from the surface of the parent droplet 20 ( Figure 2 ). When starting from dilute solutions, it takes only a few of these asymmetric fission steps, occurring presumably on the
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript 5 microsecond time scale, to end up with a nanodroplet containing an isolated nucleic acid surrounded by solvent and some counter-ions. The last steps of solvent evaporation from the NA are assumed to occur following the "charge residue mechanism" (CRM). 21, 22 The CRM states that the solvent and volatile buffer molecules progressively evaporate from the droplet containing only one analyte until the fully desolvated and declustered charged analyte remains. 11 The chain ejection mechanism (CEM) recently suggested for unfolded proteins 23 is not very likely to apply to nucleic acid chains, because their degree of hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity is homogeneous throughout the chain. Final evaporation of solvent and counter-ions (if volatile) from the droplets will lead to the fully dehydrated nucleic acids observed in the mass analyser.
Figure 2:
Schematic of the successive steps of the electrospray process (shown here in the negative ion mode). The liquid sample is injected through a capillary on which a negative voltage is applied, and negatively charged droplets are formed (excess of negative ions shown in blue compared to positive counterions, e.g., Na + or NH 4 + , shown in red).
The typical mass spectrum of a 14-mer double-stranded DNA is shown in Where MW (x) are the molecular weights of the neutral constituent strands (ss1 and ss2), z is the charge state, and 1 is the mass of a proton.
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Figure 3:
Typical ESI mass spectrum of a 14-mer double-stranded DNA (noted "ds") constituted from the perfectly complementary single strands "ss 1 " (5'-GGGGTCGTAGTGGC-3') and "ss 2 " (5'-GCCACTACGACCCC-3'), mixed at 5 µM in 100 mM NH 4 OAc.
The internal energy of the charged ions is therefore very important and influences the aspect of the mass spectra. At high internal energy, ions fragment faster (or, at fixed reaction time window, fragment to a greater extent) whereas with low internal energy, little fragmentation occurs. 24, 25 It is important to stress out that instrumental conditions that favour low internal energies are usually those that lead to preserved structures, but not usually those that lead to the sharpest mass spectra. There is always a trade-off between desolvation and volatile buffer evaporation on the one hand, and rupture of noncovalent intra-and inter-molecular interactions on the other hand.
In general, ESI produces ions with lower internal energy than MALDI, and therefore allows the study of intact biomolecules or non-covalent complexes. However, the internal energy of the ions depends not only on the ionization method, but also on all thermal and collisional heating that could occur inside the instrument, and therefore the tuning of the pressures and the accelerating voltage needs to be optimized to complete ion desolvation while preserving weaker interactions. Therefore the control of the internal energy is essential for the study of NA structures 7 in the gas phase. One way to define the ion internal energy is through the effective temperature (the temperature of the Boltzmann internal energy distribution of the ion population that would
give the same effect as observed experimentally). 24, 25 However, assessing the effective temperature of ions inside the droplets, during the final stages of droplet evaporation, and during ion transit in the zones of the mass spectrometer where they can undergo collisional activation or collisional cooling is far from trivial. The thermodynamics aspects of the vaporization process are not well understood, but they should involve a balance between collisional heating to enable evaporation and endothermic cooling upon evaporation. [26] [27] [28] Therefore the comparison between experimental and theoretical results are not necessarily straightforward.
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III. MS-based approaches providing structural information on nucleic acids and their complexes
III.1. In-solution labelling followed by MS detection
Information about the higher order NA structure in solution can be obtained by chemical or isotopic probing of NA molecules in solution before transferring into the gas phase for mass spectrometry detection. The general workflow is shown in Figure 4 . Nucleotide specific labelling reagents include dimethyl sulfate (DMS), 1-cyclohexyl-3-(2-morpholinoethyl)-carbodiimide metho-p-toluene sulfonate (CMCT), and β-ethoxy-α-ketobutyraldehyde (kethoxal, KT). The different probes provide unique mass signatures, which can be resolved readily and unambiguously by mass analysis. MS had helped in the elucidation of many modified ribonucleotides 29, 30 as well as modified DNA 31 . For RNA, a strategy called MS3D emerged from the combination of MS detection with structural probing 32 . This MS-based footprinting technique takes advantage from the 3D assembly of NA: the Watson-Crick base pairing rules that usually define the higher order structure of NA is complemented by information on the detection of labelled sites for each nucleobases, thereby leading to more comprehensive information on base pairing in the NA structure. The structure of the putative feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) ribosomal frame shifting pseudoknot (PK) has been investigated by MS3D approach, which involves the application of established solvent-accessibility probes and chemical crosslinkers with detection by electrospray ionization (ESI) Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS). 
III.2. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS)
III.2.1. MS/MS to localize labelled sites
Tandem mass spectrometry is a MS methodology involving at least two stages of MS with fragmentation occurring in-between (Figure 5a ). In this approach, the NA is introduced into the mass spectrometer as an ion, the ions of a given m/z ratio are selected, then an external stimulus such as collisions, photon absorption, or electron interaction will induce some fragmentation of the parent ion by cleaving the covalent bond to produce the product ion which will be then assessed by MS. Up to now, only collision-induced dissociation (CID) MS/MS was used to investigate chemically labelled sites, and the potential of emergent techniques such as electron detachment dissociation (EDD), 34 electron transfer dissociation on negative ions (nETD), 35 or electron photodetachment dissociation (EPD) 36 remains to be evaluated. Gas-phase fragmentation 9 of nucleic acids can be generally used in the areas of sequencing, identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) 37 , identification and location of modified bases 38, 39 etc… The MS/MS method is also used to localize the sites of chemical probing because the fragmentation will not affect the labelling site. 40, 41 MS/MS can also be used to probe the structure in gas phase and the identification of the nucleotides making direct contact with the ligand and the mapping of the location of the corresponding motif. 42, 43 This gas-phase footprinting technique successfully localized sites on different stem-loop domains of the HIV-1 packaging signal, correlating their location with the position of known contacts between these structures and the viral nucleocapsid protein. 44, 45 The integration of chemical labelling methods with MS/MS has become also an increasingly popular strategy for structural biology studies.
III.2.2. MS/MS for direct gas-phase structural probing by slow heating methods
Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is the most widespread fragmentation method because it is widely available on commercial mass spectrometers equipped for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). 46 The principle is to increase the internal energy of the ions and to observe the resulting fragments. It has been suggested that the base pairing of a double helix can have a masking effect from the fragmentation, and therefore protecting higher order structures and to observe preferentially the fragmentation of unpaired bases. 47, 48 When fragments result from non-covalent bond cleavage, it also is possible to infer how the observed fragments and rates are correlated to the reactant's structure. For example, by comparing the kinetic stability of duplexes with varying sequences, it was concluded that hydrogen bonding and base stacking were preserved in the gas phase. 49, 50 The main caveat of this reasoning is the speculative aspects of MS/MS interpretation: the observable depends not only on the reactant structure, but also on the reaction pathways leading to the transition state. In the slow heating conditions of CID, significant rearrangements can occur before the fragmentation takes place, especially for large complexes. To probe gas-phase structures that have maximal chances to have remained similar to those that were present in solution, it is preferable to avoid fragmentation methods.
Blackbody infrared radiation-induced dissociation (BIRD) 51 has been used to provide quantitative measurements of gas-phase dissociation activation energies and entropies for DNA duplexes. In BIRD, the ICR trap mass spectrometer cell walls are heated, and IR photons emitted by blackbody radiation from the cell walls are absorbed by the ion. When photon abosorption and re-emission is fast compared to dissociation, the ion internal energy distribution is a Boltzmann distribution, and Arrhenius parameters E a and A can be extracted from temperature-dependent kinetic experiments. E a and A can be interpreted in terms of ion structure and energetics. . In a trap-type mass analyser, deuterated gas will be injected and ions are allowed to react during a certain period of time, during which hydrogen will be exchanged for deuterium. Mass spectra are recorded at different reaction time intervals. (c) Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS; see paragraph III.4). Ions are bunched and sent into an ion mobility cell. In a drift tube IMS, ions are separated in time based on the steady state velocity achieved when the acceleration due to the electric field is compensated by friction with a gas. (d) Ion spectroscopy (see paragraph III.5). The sample is injected and ionized. In the ion trap, ions of selected m/z are subjected to photon irradiation, which causes fragmentation. The product ion spectra are recorded as a function of the irradiation wavelength to reconstruct the ion's optical spectra. pairing that exists in solution is preserved in the gas phase. 49 Daneshfar et al. studied the thermal decomposition of a series of T-rich doubly deprotonated oligodeoxynucleotides of 10-, 15-and 20-mer were Arrhenius activation parameters for the loss of neutral nucleobase have been determined. The authors found that the loss of a nucleobases is sensitive to its identity and location in the oligodeoxynucleotide, and found a trend in the values of E a : A<G<C. They pointed that the differences observed in E a comes not only from the bases identity but also from the ability of the nucleobases to participate in intramolecular interactions. 53, 54 Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) can also be used in a similar way to BIRD, provided that slow heating conditions (slower dissociation rates than photon absorption/emission rates) are maintained. 55 IRMPD was recently applied to megadalton-sized DNA; note however the dissociation rates were quite fast. 56 At high laser power, the onset times of fragmentation are short (typically a few milliseconds), and it is possible that dissociation of excited ions competes with photon absorption or emission, with ion dissociation no longer in the so-called rapid exchange limit (REX), for which the internal energy distribution of excited ions follows a Boltzmann distribution at any time. 57 
III.3. Gas-phase labelling using ion-molecule reactions inside the mass spectrometer
Here the nucleic acid ion reactivity with molecules (or sometimes with other ions) is monitored directly in the gas phase: the mass spectrometer serves both as the reactor and the detector. The best known technique is gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) ( Figure   5b ). The charged biomolecule of interest is stored in a trap-type mass spectrometer for different periods of time, while leaking in volatile deuterating reagents, such as D 2 O, CH 3 OD or ND 3 . By recording the mass spectrum as a function of storage time, this allows a study of the gas phase HDX kinetics. Because exchangeable hydrogens buried inside the biomolecule are expected to exchange very slowly compared to those exposed on the surface, the H/D-exchange kinetic data should contain information on the three-dimensional structure. The HDX can be also coupled to ion mobility spectrometry 58 or to a fragmentation methodology like electron transfer dissociation (ETD) 59 to assess a higher resolution for the biomolecule structure. Mo et al. showed that gasphase HDX may be used to characterize nucleic acid higher order structure. Their results on the 60 However, the de novo interpretation of reaction rates in the gas phase in terms of structure is extremely challenging already for dinucleotides 61, 62 , and virtually impossible for nucleic acids of biologically relevant size. For example, G-quadruplexes undergo much faster HDX than single strands 63 , but that is counterintuitive given that guanines should be protected by being engaged in G-quartets, and totally different from the behaviour in solution.
III.4. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is based on the separation of ions according to their drift velocity in an inert bath gas at high pressure, under the influence of an electric field ( Figure 5c ).
The ion's mobility gives information on the ion's size and shape via the momentum transfer collision cross section (CCS exp , in Å²). 64, 65 In other words, CCS exp indicates the extent to which the ion is slowed down by the gas and the shape of the molecule. Collision cross section is related to the size and overall fold of macromolecules structure. 66 The challenge however lies in how to achieve the structural assignment from CCS exp . This means that structural details need to be added from theoretical approaches (see section IV), which in turn need to be validated by their ability to reproduce available low-resolution experimental information.
The IMS data interpretation in terms of structure is closely linked to simulation in vacuo which try to cluster the structures by calculating their collision cross sections CCS calc , and to match them with CCS exp . This approach consists in simulating the NA in gas phase (molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for oligonucleotides, ab initio or density functional theory (DFT) calculation for up to dinucleotides only), then calculating a CCS calc for each structure extracted from those calculations. Many points of this protocol are to date still questionable or need improvement. The structural simulations are discussed in Section IV below. Regarding the calculation of CCS calc , several methods exist. The most common models used to calculate CCS calc are the projection approximation (PA) 67 , the exact hard-sphere scattering (EHSS) 68 and the trajectory method (TM) 69 , all of which were parameterized to determine the CCS in helium buffer
gas. An optimisation of the original EHSS algorithm was developed (EHSSrot) to lower the computational cost by reducing the number of ion rotation steps through evaluation of multiple ion/buffer collisions per orientation. 70 proposed another model using all-atom models of particles and non-specular, inelastic gasmolecule scattering from particle surfaces. 76 The last two methods were conceived in order to account for CCS both in He and N 2 drift gasses. Indeed, it is important to note that the CCS values measured in He or N 2 differ due to the intrinsic size difference of the two buffers, and that most commercial instruments are operated in nitrogen. Therefore the comparison between CCS s in N 2
and He is not straightforward and was shown to depend on the class of molecules. 77 So far the correlation has not been explored for nucleic acids.
In conclusion, although the structural information extracted from ion mobility spectrometry is relatively limited, the IMS coupled to molecular dynamic in vacuo remains very promising to obtain information on gas-phase structure, but this will require addressing fundamental questions in collision cross section interpretation. Also, although it becomes more and more widespread thanks to the availability of commercial instruments, ion mobility spectrometry remains inherently a low resolution structural characterization method, and there is an evident need for complementary approaches that can reveal secondary and tertiary structures in more detail.
III.5. Ion spectroscopy
Ion spectroscopy is based on the same principles as traditional solution spectroscopy (Figure 5d ). The main difference is that, due to the low ion density in the gas phase, absorption cannot be measured by attenuation of the beam light. Ion spectroscopy is instead an action spectroscopy: resonant interaction with a photon is detected by monitoring the action of photons on ions (usually fragmentation) as a function of the wavelength. A molecule in the gas phase is free to rotate relative to a set of mutually orthogonal axes of fixed orientation in space, centred on the center of mass of the molecule. Microwave spectroscopy coupled to highest-level calculations provides the highest resolution structural data but can be applied to small molecules only, such as isolated nucleic acid bases. [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] The most widespread approach is infrared (IR) ion spectroscopy, which is the ideal method to probe hydrogen bonding in the gas phase. The dissociation requires the resonant 14 absorption of multiple IR photons, and therefore the method is named IRMPD (infrared resonant multiple photon dissociation) ion spectroscopy. The structural interpretation of experimental data is based on the matching between the experimental and the theoretical IR spectra expected for a proposed gas-phase structure. This approach works well for small ions like mono-or dinucleotides. 83, 84 Salpin et al. first studied protonated nucleotides (uracil, cytosine and thymine)
by IRMPD. 83 This study shows that the lowest energy tautomer for these pyrimidines is the enol form, and the second most stable the oxo tautomer was present; however it was observed with a very small signal. Further analysis on the tautomerism of the cytosine and uracil by IR spectroscopy showed that the two protonated forms are formed and originate from the electrospray conditions. 85, 86 The same results were obtained using electronic absorption spectroscopy experiments. [87] [88] [89] A recent IRMPD spectroscopy study on dimers of cytosines and modified cytosines showed the presence of the alignment of nucleobases analogous to that of the DNA i-motif. , but although band shifts confirm hydrogen bond formation by the bases in the gas phase, the spectra were too cluttered to extract other structural information.
One way to obtain higher resolution IR spectra is by IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy on cold species. Many such studies were performed on neutral nucleic acid building blocks in order to establish the intrinsic properties of individual DNA and address the structural properties of the base pairings in NAs (for a review, see 95 ). The first resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) investigation concerned a GC base pair and studied the spectroscopic characterization of the hydrogen bonding in isolated guanine-cytosine: It was found that the gas-phase GC base pair adopts a single configuration, which may be Watson-Crick. 96 The vibronic spectrum of the adenine-thymine (AT) base pair was obtained by one-color resonant twophoton ionization (R2PI) spectroscopy, and in contrast to the GC base pair, the Watson-Crick AT base pair is not the most stable isolated and its vibrational spectrum is not in agreement with the observed experimental spectrum. 97 More recently, cold ion spectroscopy was carried out on cationized and protonated nucleic bases and base pairs. 88, 89 The gap between nucleotides and 98, 99 Electronic spectroscopy alone has also the potential to provide structural information in the gas phase, as the chromophore absorption or relaxation pathways may depend on its surrounding by other chemical groups. Interestingly, the absorption wavelength of isolated bases, as measured by action spectroscopy (fragmentation) in the gas phase is not very much shifted compared to the absorption in aqueous solution. 100, 101 In the case of larger nucleic acids, the main action following irradiation of DNA multiply charged anions by UV light is the resonant ejection of an electron. 36 This provides an efficient way to perform action UV spectroscopy. Recently, UV-induced electron photodetachment were exploited to perform electronic (UV) ion spectroscopy of single strand, duplex, and G-quadruplex structures, but similarly to what happens in solution, UV band shifts upon structuration and base stacking are only very subtle. 102 These, and other isolated attempts to probe nucleic acid structure by fluorescence 103, 104 or photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) 105, 106 are currently purely exploratory. The gas phase structures are very sensitive to the location of the charges on the molecules. To assess the correct structure, one must be able to localize the exact position of the charges and so are spectral properties. PES could be a potential method to probe the localization of the charges around the molecule by probing the corresponding repulsive electrostatic interactions on the charged molecules. Although promising in terms of structure discrimination, each new gas phase method requires deeper fundamental investigation to obtain rules that can relate the observable to structural features.
IV. Simulation of nucleic acid structures in gas phase
The structural information obtained from the MS methodologies mentioned above are often coupled to computational approaches in order to unravel the atomistic details of the nucleic acids while being transferred from solution towards gas phase, and to study their gas-phase stability (or metastability). We will describe below an overview of the theoretical calculations in gas phase nucleic acid ions, and the associated challenges.
IV.1. Charge location
On small singly deprotonated nucleotides, ion spectroscopy experiments combined with DFT calculations have shown that the negative charge is located on the phosphates. 91, 92 For multiply charged ions, although we know for each m/z peak the total integer number of charges on the whole molecule, the distribution of the charge sites along the molecule is a major source of uncertainty. For longer nucleic acids, the negatively charged phosphates are likely to be the strongest base accessible to proton capture for the partial neutralization (see Section II above).
Hoaglund et al. were the first to show using IMS that the gas-phase conformation depends strongly on the total number of charges on a single stranded dT 10 . 107 Later, MD simulations with two different setups on a double helix was performed for distributing the charge along the backbone of the NA. 108 One is considering that every phosphate is charged and basically the net charge is distributed evenly on all the phosphates. Another way is to localize the phosphate group which have a net charge of -1 and to protonate the rest of the phosphate group. The authors concluded that both methodologies used on a DNA double helix do not give significantly different results in terms of structure. 108 In conclusion, while testing different specific charge locations remains feasible on small systems, the delocalized charge model is preferred for larger systems for sake of simplicity.
IV.2. Computational approaches
Quantum-chemical methods such as the density functional theory (DFT) are powerful computational method to assess the structure of DNA [109] [110] [111] and RNA 112-115 mononucleotides in the gas phase. However, because the ESI permits the evaporation of the intact molecule with a range of internal energies corresponding to an effective temperature at or above room temperature, multiple low-energy conformers are accessed in the experiments rather than only the most stable conformer. Recently a global study by Nei et al. showed the gas phase structures of the four deprotonated mononucleotides by comparing the measured IRMPD spectra with the linear IR spectra calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) of DNA and RNA. 91, 92 This level of theory allowed the identification of the conformations present in the experiments. However, the DFT methodology is limited to small molecules for its time consuming calculations.
A theoretical study using time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) was used to compute the electronic transitions of the nucleic acid bases (guanine, adenine, cytosine, uracil and thymine).
The authors found a good agreement between the computed energies and the corresponding experimental data. 116 Recently, TDDFT calculations were used in order to study more complex systems as in the parallel and anti-parallel G-quadruplexes. The calculations reproduced qualitatively the experimental absorption and ECD spectra obtained and identified the responsible structures of the excited stated for the two types of G-quadruplexes. 117 On the quantitative point of view, however, the applied scaling factor highlights that progress is still needed to assign electronic spectra of multi-base systems and interpret them in terms of structure.
Larger nucleic acids are being simulated in the gas phase by molecular dynamics, although force fields are usually developed for simulating biomolecules in aqueous solution. Nevertheless, the recent force fields such as Parmbsc0, adapted to nucleic acids 118 , can be used to study the structure in gas phase, and this makes sense given that some parameters are derived from ab initio calculations in vacuo. MD simulations are done assuming a constant energy or constant temperature ensemble. We have however seen above that an ion in the gas phase is not at equilibrium with its surroundings (the ion population is a microcanonical ensemble) and that the effective temperature in the experimental setup is an inherently difficult parameter to determine.
Also, the time step of the MD should also be reduced in the gas phase compared to solution simulations because the motions of the biomolecules are not dampened by surrounding solvent.
There are therefore several non-trivial, challenging aspects in defining the input MD simulation conditions when the objective is to compare with real experimental conditions (temperature, pressure, and time scale).
IV.3. In vacuo structure compared to solution structures
The gas-phase MD simulations are started by placing a solution-phase equilibrated structure in the gas phase. A fundamental question is whether the theoretical calculations of the three-dimensional structures in gas phase are equivalent to (or at least, keep a memory of) the structure in solution. Some research already addressed this question in the proteins field. 119,11 A proteome-scale study suggested that the structure in gas phase is in general very close to the one in solution. The authors showed that the structure in the gas phase maintains its structural features compared to the solvated molecule 120 . In contrast with proteins, 11 NAs usually have a nonglobular conformation and can present some structural perturbations due to their flexibility, so one must be careful not to blindly extrapolate results from the protein field. Nevertheless, the preliminary results so far in the nucleic acids field are encouraging (see below), as many experimental and theoretical studies established that the representation of NA in gas phase structurally resembles to the one in solution phase. In the next section we will discuss these results, classified by type of NA structure.
V. Nucleic acid structure in the gas phase: experimental and theoretical results
V.1. Single strand DNA
Single stranded DNA has been studied in the gas phase experimentally first using oligothymidine comprising ten thymines by ESI and IMS methodology. 107 The obtained CCS exp and CCS calc with different type of charges and localization of charges along the oligonucleotide showed that when charges reside at adjacent sites, the conformer is essentially linear over the deprotonated region and globular over the remaining portion. Gidden et al. studied by IMS and molecular modelling (series of simulated annealing and energy minimization) the conformation of dinucleotides. They showed that even with its relatively simple systems, the dinucleotides showed a complex conformational and energetic properties (up to three conformations were identified for some of the dinucleotides) ( Figure 6 ).
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A study on trinucleotides showed a more stable conformation, and IMS coupled to MD was used to study the possibility of the zwitterion formation. 122 Investigations of the conformations of deprotonated trinucleotides (dTGT, dGTT and dTTG) showed that dTGT is not a stable zwitterion in the gas phase. IMS was also applied to study the folding of longer DNA strands into hairpins, pseudoknots and cruciform. oligomer appeared with two different structures in both experiments. Interestingly, they observed that the compact structure underwent a significantly faster exchange with the smallest CCS exp .
The IMS-MS coupled to PES allows one to record the resolved photoelectron spectra after the separation of non-interconverting isomers by IMS and mass selection by MS. For each conformer separated according to overall compactness, the photoelectron spectra gives an indication on the charge locations. The coupling of IMS and PES was tested using the oligomer dC 6 5− as a test case, 105 and on dN x (x−1)− , x = 4, 5, and 6 oligonucleotides. 106 The results showed that for dC 4 3− , all dN 5 4−
, and most dN 6 5− ions, a high-CCS conformation was characterized by a low electron binding energy contribution to photodetachment. This result is counterintuitive at first, because charge repulsion between the phosphates should give rise to both larger CCS and higher electron binding energy. The main conclusion is that, in highly charged oligonucleotides, conformers with all charges localized on the phosphates co-existed with conformers with at least one deprotonated terminal base. These protonation isomers did not interconvert on the ms time scale of the mobility separation, but proton movement from the base to the phosphate could be favoured by harsher source conditions. In conclusion, base deprotonation from multiply charged anions is possible (as also illustrated by a study of Monn and Schürch on methylphosphonatemodified oligonucleotides 124 ), and proton transfer likely occurs in the gas phase.
V.2. Double Helix (duplex) DNA and duplex-drug complexes
The possibility to observe a DNA double helix in the gas phase was first demonstrated by
Gale et al. who showed that by using an ESI-MS experiment, a dimer is detected intact. 125 So, even in the absence of water molecules and of counter-ions, and despite the multiple charges on the backbone of the DNA, the strands do not separate in the gas phase. It should be noted that depending on the state of charge of the duplex some phosphate units are charged, and some are deprotonated. The next question was whether these DNA dimers kept the B-form double helix that they had in solution. This questions was addressed theoretically 108 , then experimentally 126 .
The first extended MD was carried out on a microsecond scale to examine the changes in the DNA induced upon vaporization. 108 The authors found that vaporization of DNA, even at high temperatures, does not lead to a total separation or the disruption of the double helix. The transfer from solution phase to gas phase, produces some distortion of the helicity of the duplex but maintains the structural, energetic, and dynamic features of the conformation compared to the double helix in aqueous solution ( Figure 7 ). The total number of DNA-DNA interactions is not dramatically different from that found in solution, and native interaction between bases was found
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especially for the dinucleotide steps GpG . They also showed that even with different simulation protocol and definition of the model system, one can find that the gross geometric and energetic features of the DNA in the gas phase and in water to be very similar. However, one must be as close as experimental setups to be able to compare the structure in solution to the one in gas phase. In particular, compaction can be observed at higher temperature compared to room temperature.
The Bowers group studied the effect of the helicity in gas phase depending on the length of the oligomer by IMS and MD. 126, 127 A series of [poly d(CG)•poly d(CG) n ] duplexes were studied and observed that not only the duplexes are stable in the gas phase, but they can retain helical structures in solvent free environments. The results obtained showed that the increase in the length of the oligonucleotides (≥ 10-mer) will increase the relative stability of the helicity and a helical structure is observed in IMS experiments. However for the 4-mer and 6-mer duplexes, only globular structures are observed. When the duplex reaches the 8-mer length, the globular form is the dominant conformer, but a small fraction of helical structures is also observed. Thus, the longer duplexes must have been helical in solution and retain that conformation for a limited time in the gas phase. 126 For AT-containing double-stranded DNA sequences, the ion mobility data reveal a more complex picture 128, 129 , with fraying of AT regions when present at the extremities of the duplex, and bubble formation when present in the middle of the sequence.
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Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript Structures in gas phase reflect the ones in the solution phase not only for duplex DNA alone. Early studies have indeed shown that even non covalent drug or ligands DNA complexes remain stable in vacuo. 117, 130 With MS, one can therefore establish in a single experiment the stoichiometry of the complexes and deduce relative affinities for a particular sequence quickly and easily and minimal sample consumption. 131 ESI-MS 132 and MS/MS 133, 134 was used for the study of the non-covalent binding of organic molecules (e.g. drugs) in the grooves of duplex DNAs. For groove binders, it was shown that the internal energy necessary to lead to strand separation depends on the ligand. 133 However, proton exchanges between the ligand and the DNA can lead to alternative dissociation pathways and can render the interpretation more difficult. 17 For neutral drugs, the collision energy required drug loss in gas phase MS/MS probing correlates well with that in solution, suggesting that the ligand binding site remains the same in the gas phase as it was in solution. 17 A MD study on the well-known minor groove binders was performed (DAPI, Hoechst 33258 and Netropsin) in the gas phase. 135 The authors show that by comparing simulation in water and in gas they could observe that the duplex is not dissociated and the complex conformer is not disrupted. However in the gas phase, they observe a large distortions in the double helix strands, but they suggest that they still maintain a memory of the original DNA structure. The minor groove binders are shown to remain bound to the DNA in a native preferential binding mode.
V.3. Triple Helix (triplex) DNA
The first DNA triplex structure was found stable in ESI-MS experiments under mild evaporation by Rosu et al. 136 In an ESI-FTICR-MS experiment in gas phase, the stability of four 14-mer triplexes were studied and compared to solution phase. The results showed that in the gas phase hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions predominate while in solution phase the stabilization of the triplex occurs through base stacking and hydrophobic interactions. 137 ESI-MS and ESI-MS/MS experiments coupled to MD also showed that one can study the interaction between triplex DNA and their ligand and to select ligands with better affinity and structural features towards the studied DNA molecule. 138 On the theoretical side, an extensive MD simulation (more than 90 microseconds) was carried out to study the stability and the structures of the triplexes in gas phase, which were then validated by IMS-MS experiments. 139 Two stable parallel triplexes made of 12-mer and 18-mer were used. The results obtained show that the ensemble of structure of triplex is well-defined ( Figure 8 ). However the degree of the distortion is as high as duplexes and less of what is observed of the G-quadruplexes. The good agreement between experimental and calculated CCS suggests that the structural models acquired adequately describe the triplexes produced by ESI-MS at their most abundant charge states. The data strongly supports that the gas phase triplex maintains an excellent memory of the solution structure, well-preserved helicity, and a significant number of native contacts, especially at low internal energies. 139 However, compaction of the structures is observed when the internal energy is increased (here, through the increase of the bias voltage before entering the IMS cell, see Figure 8c ). The compaction of the structures depends highly on the state of charge: it is commonly observed that low charge state ions undergo compaction, and high charge state ions undergo expansion. 66, 140 For proteins, compaction is attributed to electrostatic interactions occurring via salt bridges or hydrogen bonds that stabilize 
V.4. G-Quadruplex DNA structures
Guanine-rich nucleic acids sequences are known to form higher order structures. Gquadruplexes are formed via a guanine tetrad, a square planar structure in which four guanines are associated through Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds (Figure 9a ). These guanine tetrads stack on top of each other to form a G-quadruplex structure. Note that G-quadruplexes can be tetramolecular, bimolecular, or intramolecular. The tetrads are stabilized by the presence of cations in the middle of the planar square (Figure 9b ). When transferred to the gas phase the structure of the Gquadruplexes is the most stable and keeps many native structural features. The quadruplexes were studied by ESI-MS and IMS and shown to be stable in gas phase as well, thanks to the conservation of the cations in-between the tetrads. 136, 142, 143 An extensive MD simulation of different types of G-quadruplexes stems (parallel and anti-parallel) showed in atomic details the stability of the G-quadruplex stems and their ability to keep a memory of their solution structure in gas phase (Figure 9b ). 144 G-quadruplexes are to date the most stable model structure in gas phase since it does not go through severe distortion due to the stabilizing effect of the cations in the middle of the tetrads and the stacking between the guanine tetrads. 144 As a consequence, the measured CCS exp of Gquadruplexes usually correlate well with the ones calculated assuming the preservation of the known solution-phase structure. 66, 128, 145 ESI-IMS experiments of G-quadruplexes with stabilizing ligands coupled to MD also showed a good representation of the structure in gas phase compared to the one in solution. 66 As a complementary approach to the IMS which gives information about the overall shape, ion spectroscopy was used to get structural information on the hydrogen bonding between the G-quartets (IRMPD ion spectroscopy) and on the base stacking (UV ion spectroscopy). The infrared signature (IRMPD) of G-quadruplexes in the gas phase revealed that H-bonding between guanines is preserved by following the carbonyl hydrogen stretching signals (Figure 9c ). 93 UV spectroscopy of G-quadruplexes in gas phase gave also an indication about H bonding and base stacking and therefore giving a clear structure signature for the G-quadruplexes compared to the single strands (Figure 9d) . 102 In summary, among all DNA higher-order structures studied to date, G-quadruplex DNA structures are most kinetically stable ones in the gas phase, provided that inter-quartet cations are conserved. They proved to be excellent model systems on which to test novel gas-phase structural probing methods. caused by collision-induced dissociation (CID) or single-wavelength IRMPD were the most widely used to date, for structural probing and to determine the tertiary structure of the RNA folding and to define the single stranded loops, the pseudo knot from the intact double stranded. 47 Apart from the IMS and HDX study on the hexamer RNA C 6 that was described above 58 , no detailed IMS or theoretical simulation in the gas phase to characterize RNA atomic detailed structure was reported to date.
VI. Conclusions and perspectives
VI.1. Particularities of nucleic acid structures in the gas phase
A fundamental question in native mass spectrometry is the extent to which non-covalent interactions, responsible for subunit folding and inter-subunit interactions, are conserved when a complex is transferred from the solution to the gas phase. While this question is identical for all systems, from biomolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates,…) to synthetic supramolecular complexes, the specific answers will vary depending on the types of interactions (salt bridges, hydrogen bonding, van der Waals, hydrophobic,…) prevailing in the system of interest. Compared to proteins, nucleic acids present a more rugged free energy landscape in solution, owing to the numerous hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions involved in their native functional structures. In the gas phase, these types of interactions are further reinforced. For multiply charged anions, the kinetic stability of nucleic acid structures ranks as follows: duplex (hydrogen bonding interactions) < triplex and i-motif (proton-mediated hydrogen bonding) < Gquadruplex (cation coordination and hydrogen bonding). Zwitterion formation and cation coordination helps keeping some ionic interactions in place, and help avoiding rearrangements due to self-solvation. The gas phase environment shows clearly an enthalpy/entropy compensation effect. Indeed, molecular dynamics trajectories indicate that the conformational entropy of isolated structures in the gas phase is low for G-quadruplexes (which are very rigid thanks to their inner cations), and increases for triplexes, i-motifs, duplexes and single strands while enthalpyfavourable interactions decrease.
The effect of cation coordination on other gas-phase nucleic acid structures than Gquadruplexes, therefore seems extremely worthy of further investigation. In particular, RNA tridimensional structures have not been investigated by direct probing in the gas phase, and there are numerous questions we need to answer: Are hairpins conserved in the gas phase? Is there a How does the conservation of each motif depend on the ion effective temperature, the ion charge state and time spent in the gas phase?
VI.2. Opportunities and challenges in gas-phase structural biology of nucleic acids
The rugged free energy landscape in solution presents specific challenges for standard structural biology, and not all nucleic acids are amenable to NMR or X-ray crystallography.
Several folding pathways often coexist, and some metastable states can be very long-lived (seconds or longer). Besides, ligand-mediated regulation is sometimes under kinetic control.
Metastable states can therefore be as important functionally as the thermodynamically most stable state. Experimental techniques to characterize all co-existing states in the conformational ensemble, including minor ones, are therefore crucial.
By bringing each structure or each complex co-existing in solution to the gas phase, gasphase structural probing methods have the potential to find applications in many areas of nucleic acid studies. Moreover, in the future, the study of biomolecule structures in gas phase have the potential to become resolved with atomistic detail, especially with the recent development of the X-ray free-electron laser (X-FEL) diffraction. 146 As well, the Ultrafast electron diffraction (UED)
showed the first successful electron diffraction of biomolecules achieved with surface-assisted infrared laser desorption by determining the structures of the RNA nucleobase, uracil, and the DNA nucleobase, guanine. 147 In a less distant future, different approaches currently mainly developed either for proteins, or for smaller nucleic acid building blocks, will likely be applied to study nucleic acid oligonucleotides and tridimensional structures thereof. The key is to combine several approach, either in parallel or in a hyphenated manner (i.e., on a single instrument). For example, the combination of conformation information (IMS) and local information (electron or ion spectroscopy) should be more extensively developed and would give a more detailed view of the studied system, as shown by a few leading papers. 98, 105, 106 Closely related to electronic ion spectroscopy is the need for better understanding the nature and fate of electronic excited states of DNA/RNA bases, isolated and in the context of higher-order structures. Stacking is particularly challenging to deal with, but of prime importance both on the structural, analytical, and on the photostability point of views. De Vries et al. had pioneered this research for nucleobases. [95] [96] [97] The development of UV, VUV (vacuum ultraviolet, i.e., 5-20 eV), [148] [149] [150] and high-energy ion beam collision setups 151, 152 will be important for further fundamental investigation of DNA photostability.
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In the field of DNA G-quadruplexes, which are the best preserved in the gas phase, mass spectrometry is more and more routinely combined with in-solution structural and biophysics techniques to study NA folding or ligand binding. [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] This kind of application to solution phase problems however requires that the key structural elements are preserved or modified in a predictable way such that the gas phase structure keeps a memory of the initial structure in solution. A task lying ahead is to determine the range of other NA structures for which preservation is most likely, and in which conditions.
Another challenge is to make advances in both experimental and theoretical methodologies tailor-made for nucleic acids. Ion mobility spectrometry is a low resolution experiment which showed its high potential for probing NAs structures and determining global shape. It is therefore sensitive to tertiary structures of large assemblies, and to secondary structures for smaller ones consisting of a single major motif. With this advance in MS, advances also were made in the theoretical approaches to support the experimental collision cross sections with calculated ones.
Challenges however remain to bridge the gap between theory and experiments, with regard to temperature and time scale definition, charge localization etc.... MD simulations to date on various forms of DNA showed that the overall structure and feature of the molecules in gas-phase are well maintained. However, MD simulations predict distortions in the helix parameters. Ion spectroscopy techniques have the potential to provide complementary information on the gasphase structures. Vibrational (IRMPD) spectroscopy is the more advanced to date, but remains generally applicable to small systems only. Electronic spectroscopy in the gas phase is still in its infancy. However, by analogy with the solution-phase studies, electronic circular dichroism 4, 159 and fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy 160, 161 would be extremely useful to probe stacking interactions. Transposing these ion spectroscopy approaches to the gas phase would constitute major advances in the field.
